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I) RN Contemporary Position. RN is very f~r ahead of
HHH, perhaps to the extent indicated by the Gallup Poll (J5%).
This vast lead is a product of the decline of liberalism, the
rise of George Wallace and the breakup of the Democratic party.
Wallace's boom has torn away blue-collar, rural and Southern
Democratic strength, moreover he has come on so strongly that
many Northern moderates have moved to RN as the only plausible
alternative in this year of conservative protest. The chief
casualty is the non-charismatic HHH.
On a regional basis, RN is solid in the West, Rocky Mciun
tains and Midwest. He is far ahead in the Northeast, but likely
to fade somewhat if HHH can stage hi.s expected mini-recovery.
RN is also ahead in the Border, but not by ,too much because of
Wallace strength. As a result of Wallace strength, RN and Wal
lace are neck and neck in the Peripheral South, while the Deep
South is firmly in Wallace's corner.
Broken down by candidates, my present geopolitical estimate
is:
Wallace: Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South
Carolina, North Carolina, Arkansas and Tennessee
HHH: Rhode Island and the District of Columbia
RN: Everything Else
II) Trend. The above situation is hirhl Y unstable. HHH
and George Wallace are very unlikely to ho a this present posi
tion viz one another (HHH - 28%; Wallace - 21%). Wallace must
either advance still farther, probably shattering the Democratic
party, or he must fade as HHH stages a mini-recovery (SUCh an
HHH advance would erode Wallace by pushing Nixon-leaning Wallace
voters back to RN as the contest re-emerges as one between RN
and HHH).
I believe that an HHH mini-recovery is much more likely
albeit I think it will relate more to fear of Wallace-LeMay than
actual HHH appeal.
In such an event, RN will gain in the Border
and Outer South (from Wallace) and slip in the Northeast (to HHH).
But this change should not be on too large a scale. My projection
for November, allowing for an HHH mini-recovery and Wallace slip
page, is as follows:
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Hallace:

Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Louisiana,
Arkansas, and South Carolina (?)
Hwnphrey: D. C., Rhode Island, Massachusetts and
Hawaii (?)
RN: Everything Else

We are presently way ahead in New York, Pennsylvania; Michi
gan and Connecticut----an HHH mini-recovery would close the gap,
but not enough for HHH to win. On the other hand, HHH's recupera
tion and Wallace's slippage should push RN-leaning Wallace voters
back to RN in states like Texas, Florida, North Carolina, Tenne
ssee and Virginia.
III)

Tactics:

1) Scheduling-Tour-Budget: The states to emphasize are
those in which we can expect a) RN fade to HHH (New York Michl
gan, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Massachusetts) and b) RN
pick-up from ~vallace (Texas, Florida, Tennessee, Vj_rginia and
North Carolina). Both types of states will be close, but for
different reasons. On one hand, while contemporary polls put
RN ahead in New York and Connecticut by leads of near landslide
proportions, RN's ultimate margin of victory is not likely to
be more than 4-6%. On the other hand, although polls presently
put RN behind in some of the peripheral Southern states, ulti
mate slippage of Wallaceites to RN should produce a string of
RN victories. ~ and large, these two groups are the key states,
however, Ohio and Missouri, two mixed-pattern states, should
also be stressed.
Given the present leve Is of RN strength, as we 11 as any now-
conceivable trend, California, Illinois, Hisconsi.n and New Jersey
are safe for RN and do not require the same emphas1s as the other
battlegrounds.
2) Impetus - Attention must be given to creating a "second
wave" RN surge after October 15 so that huge crowds and increased
re-alignment issue-fanning will give RN a November 1 crest. Then
a few days of statesmanship and rest and an election eve appear
ance.
3) Ideology: This is a conservative year; the conserva
tive course followed so far remains entlrely sultable. The ful
crum of re-alignment i.s the law and order/Negro socio--econom:i.c
revolution syndrome, and RN should continue to emphasize crime,
decentralization of federal social programmj_ng, and law and order.
It will be necessary to trend into some positive programming as
well as negative criti_cism, however, the programming should be
consonant with non-disruption of the essentially negative coali
tion backing RN. Thus, there are situations - Vietnam is one 
regarding which non-specificity is desirable.
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a)

Positive Themes
Detailed crime prevention schemes, rural aid, job re
training, education (school construction, pre-kjndergar
ten education), bloc grants, historic and scenic preser
vation, federal-state tax-sharing, cost-of-living Social
Security, Preventicare (medical inspection centers), tax
incentives for urban rebuilding, slum clean-up aids.

b)

Negative Themes
See accompanying memorandum

4) Vietnam: No artj.culate or definitive position should
be taken viz the war in Vietnam; any such position would help
Wallace or HHH by sloughing doves or hawks whereas the lack of
an ideological position helps make RN a rallying point for a
cross-section of voters disgusted with the war and our policy
with regard thereto. HHH's new position of (qualified) support
for a bombing halt is no partj.cular menace; it merely under
scores his own indecision and fluidity. HHH should be continu
ously linked to LBJ policy and policymaking.
RN should attack the underlying roots of many voters' dis
content: U. S. over-involvement around the globe. There is a
growing isolationism on both the Right and Left, stimulated by
the faux ~ of Vietnam, and this isolationism can be appealed
to wlt'Flgeneralities along the lines of "The U. S. can't be the
world's policeman" or "We must get our 1;111es to fight their
own battles----and begin to de-Americanize the Vietnamese war."
The electorate is growing increasingly isolationist in the hope
of avoiding any further Vietnams, and RN can harp on promising
to avoid such cul de sacs and entanglements, something HHH is
not free to do.
RN must paint hj.mself as a responsible, experienced peace
maker in the Eisenhower-Korea vein, labeling HHH as an architect
of past war policy and implying that the Wallace-LeMay team is
inexperienced and trigger-happy.
5) Negroes - RN should continue to pitch his mlnl-campalgn
to the Negroes with the white electorate principally in mind. He
should continue to stress how law and order is needed and desired
by Negroes at least as much as by whites.

6) Anti-Wallace: No specific and national anti--Wallace
campaign should be run. First of all, Wallace's great present
strength and plausibility is a plus for RN outside the South
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becau'se of the number of blue-collar Democrats ~Jho have been
weaned away from HHH. Granted that Wallace's · present plausi
bility endangers RN victories in the Peripheral South, it is
simultaneously massacring HHH in the Great Lakes and Northeast.
Wallace should be undermined only in certain speci.fic ways.
Wallace's social stances should not be attacKed, nor should
RN identify with Rockefeller-Javj.ts-Lindsay type" derogations of
Wallace as a racist or crypto-Fascist. Conservatives torn between
RN and Wallace dislike such Establishmentarian anti-Wallace in
nuendo. In NY, the Wallace forces are already trying to identify
RN with Rockefeller, Javits and Lindsay.
Fortunately, the selection of General LeMay gives RN his
key tool with which to erode Wallace - the Wallace-LeMay ticket
can be portrayed as inexperienced and trigger-happy., Trigger
happy imagery undercut the appeal of Goldwater's social con
servatism in 1964 and it will do so again. The obvious theme
is:
"A team that wi 11 talk about running cars over Amer:i
can citizens and about bombing a country back to the stone
age .... this is a team that cannot be trusted to safeguard
the lives and prosperity of the richest nation in the world."

Luckily the present outer perimeter of Wallace victory
potential - the Peripheral South - is very sensitive to jingoist
and trigger-happy imagery; this area is isolationist and trended
against Goldwater. An anti-trigger happy LeMay campaign should
be used in the areas where Goldwater fell far below RN - the
Ozarks, Appalachian uplands, rural Missouri, Virginia's Shenan
doah, the Nashville Basin and North Carolina Piedmont.
RN's anti-Wallace effort should be zeroed in on the Peri
pheral South and Border. Not only should the Wallace-LeMay dUG>
be attacked as above, but RN must be presented as the great
leader against whom Wallace-LeMa~ pale in plausibility. Large
scale use should be made of the 'Power of the Presidency" TV
spot.

7) Use of Agnew: Governor Agnew should be used in the
peripheral South and Border, where he is regarded somewhat more
favorably than in the Northeast. His utterances should be care
fully planned so as to avoid further bloopers. Agnew is not a
plus factor, in part as a result of his bad press, and he should
not be overexposed.

8) Farmers: Polls show that old-lin~ rural Democrats in
Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee and Kentucky are among our hardest
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nuts to crack in those states; increased emphasis ought to be
put on gettin~ a message across to these (subsistence and mini
mal livestock) farmers. The cash crop farmers of the wheat and
corn belts are being reached, but the subsistence-type, dirt
farmer of the Bord er is not .
I
9) Old People: RN success arnong old people varies from
state to state.
In Florida and California, he is doing well.
But in the Border, old people are the fj.rmest resisters of
Republican and Wal1aceite inroads. They are most tradition-set
in their politics. Missouri, for exarDple, has the second hjgh
est ratio of old people in the nation, and they are the bulwark
of Democratic strength.
Polls shmv that old people .in tradi
tionally Democratic rural counties in Missouri are the only group
still favoring HHH (21-25 year-old voters in such areas are 5:1
for Nixon and Wallace over EHH). See Appendix.,



10) Homen: All polls show RN and George Wallace running
much better with men; it is tempting to speculate that HHH pre
sents an image (weak, vacillating, a tool for LBJ----and even
with an oddly-shaped head) that men dislike. Men also respond
better to the "tough'! image of RN and Wallace. All thts being
the case, RN should pitch to housewives on issues like food
prices, school busing and '!little freedoms" to walk in parks,
go to movj.es, etc. Most of the remaining RN gain opportunity
is probabJ.y female.
See Appendix.
11) Personal Attacks on HHH: Surrogates and media should
be used to blast HHH, as should media, but RN, who ls benefiting
from a statesman's image in comparison with terrier-like HHH,
should not hatchet the latter. HHH should be blasted as
a) a second place individual, a puppet of a strong president

b) a mouthy, unreflective individual - in support of thj_s
contention (and",to nail HHH to unpopular stances) lTIL
should quote EHH's bubbling remarks abou~_Y~~tnam being
a gr~nderf'uI experience. and how he, HHH, could
lead a might u ood riot himself.
c) a vehicle of dissension and division who cannot possibly
achieve a mandate to govern---and who is in his own right
the focal point of the bitterness of a generation
An image of HHH has been fashioned along these lines; it
must be steadily re-inforced.
People will not put a man of such
"loser" image in the White House.
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12) RN-HHH Debate - This is not a good idea; nothing can
be gained and HHH might somehow manage to retrieve some stature.
IV) Advertising - Presupposing that Wallace does not con
tinue to gain and that HHH stages a mini-recovery, the adver
tising campaign should go as follows:
1) TV - Issue and endorsement spots should be used heavily
in the last two weeks of the campaign. Normally, opj.nion would
be pretty well fixed by that point, but things are different this
year because of the minor party candidacies. There will be more
last-minute flux. The spots should be concentrated in the battle
ground states as follows:
a) New York, Pennsylvani.a, Michigan (and add Massachusetts)
are states in which an HHH mini-recovery would have the
best chance and heavy spot usage should aim at i) in
hibi ting HEH' s recovery' ii) shoring up RN re midd Ie···
of-the-roaders; and iii) bolstering antj.-HHH (usually
non-voting) decisions on the part of McCarthyites. To
this end, the Vietnam and Crime issue spots should
be used, as well as the Rockefeller, Hatfield and Percy
(and Scott, Romney, Volpe on a local basis) endorsement
spots. This strategy takes something of a chance on
pushing some RN voters to Wallace, but except in New
York, the bulk of the Wallace vote seems to be drawn
from what would normally be HHH strength.
b) Florida, Texas, North CarOlj.na} Tennessee and Virginj a
are states in which a Wallace ade ought to help RN.
Spot 'Usage ought to aim at re-i.nforcing such an RN re
surgence and accelerating George Wallace's slippage.
To this end, the Order, Crime, Wrong Road and Faj.lure
spots ought to be used heavily, and special emphasis
should be put on the Power of the Presjdency spot
(implicitly anti-Wallace and overtly pro-RN). As for
endorsement spots, those for the South are Reagan,
Goldwater, Baker, Bush and Murphy. Also use any hill
bllly spots.
c) Missouri and Ohio are states in which emphasis still
must be placed, but the local pattern is mixed. Issue
spots which are best used include Order, Cri.me, Vietnam,
Wrong Road, Failure, and as for Endorsements, Dirksen,
Hatfield, Rockefeller, Bush, Percy, Murphy and Baker
(in Missouri and Southern OhiO) are preferred.
d) California
Illinois and New Jerse are in
good enough s ape that a percentage 0 media dollars
can be shifted elsewhere.
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2) Radio - Radio spots should be used heavily to back up
primary TV campaign.
a) Hillbilly and Don't lilaste Your Vote spots for Peri··
pheral South and Border;a very large amount of short
radio spots should be purchased in Kent'L!cky, Virginia,
Tennessee, North Carolina, Florida, Texas and the Ozark
section of Arkansas-Missouri. Roy Acutf, Tex Ritter,
Clint Walker, Fess Parker and John Wayne spots are ideal,
emphasizing that RN is just '~olks", and that he will end
the war and riots.
b) Northern Ethnic Areas - Spots should be played in big
cities telling why Otto Kreuger, Paddy Murphy, Ange l o
Spumoni and Casimjr Dumbrowski are for RN. The eth
nics are big on group identification. In New York City,
for example, spots should be played quoting Irish, Ital
ians, Jews and Puerto Ricans. These spots should relate
to the key ethnic trend groups of the area. They are
less useful in the South where all whites have Anglo
Saxon names and everybody Imows that most of the people
for RN are nominal Democrats.
c) Specialized spots
i) foreign policy for Mjdwest Germans
ii) food price inflation for ,housewives/soap operas
iii) agricultural policy stuff next to farm bulletins
in Midwest
iv) senior citizens programs in Florida, California,
and Missouri
Anti-HHH Radio Spots - Quote HHH comments on his lead
ing · a "mighty good revolt" and Vietnam be1ng "our great
adventure--and a wonderful one it is." Radio spots
should be designed - and played incessantly - to focus
public attention on HHH lack of judgment and verbosity.

APPENDIX - Border Voting Trends by Age and Sex

Monroe County, Missouri*
Conservatism

B~

Age GrouEs

21-24

25-39

· 40-59

Over 60

% for Nixon
and Wallace

76%

54%

48%

~l%

% for HHH

12

19

32

35

% for None
or Undecided

12

20

34

*

27

No Democratic presidential nominee has ever won
, less than 72.5% of the vote in Monroe County (since
1896 ) •

Conservatism By Sex
Male

Female

% for Nixon
and vJallace

54%

34%

% for HHH

24

35

% for None of
Undecided

23

31

From Bachelder Poll of Monroe County, Missouri,
September 20-24, 1968

